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A personal note:
The Telos 10 is not the product of a large company. It was designed by me to solve a
problem I had encountered in my own work as a Chief Engineer.
Fourteen years ago, at my first station, the PD complained about the one-way-at-a-time
operation of the speakerphone we were using to put calls on the air. He wondered if we
could do better. Foolishly, I embarked on a quest to find some way to improve on the
speakerphone arrangement.
The first thing we tried was a Johnson phone patch made for ham radio use. As you will
discover, if you have not already, a simple hybrid of this sort works terribly when
connected to most phone lines. When we hooked it into our studio system, it worked so
poorly we thought it was defective. The announcers voice came out of the unit louder
than most of the phone calls. It sounded terrible on the air. Not understanding at the
time

why

it

was

so

bad,

I

put

the

Johnson

on

the

shelf

and

went

back

to

a

surreptitious connection to the speakerphone.
Ever since that experience, I had been looking for a better way. When digital audio
processing technology came on the scene a couple of years ago, the possibility for
vast improvement in hybrid performance was finally here. Because it incorporates this
new technology, the Telos is the very best available. I am proud of it and use it
myself. I wish I had had it 14 years ago!
Apparently, you agree - you bought one, and you’re in good company:
at this writing, over 250 Telos 10’s are in daily use. The users list reads like a
“who’s who” among great radio stations and networks.
Having metamorphosed from a “garage” outfit, Telos Systems is now a “bone fide”
company with a phone and an office and employees and everything! If you need to
contact us for any reason, it’s:

Telos Systems
(216) 241-7225
I welcome questions, suggestions and comments any time.
Of course, the Telos’s very limited dealer network is also ready to assist. They
usually know what plug goes where and can answer many questions on Telos installation
and operation.
Keep on keeping the GM happy...

Steve Church
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1.1 Introduction - Overview of device characteristics
The Telos 10 telephone interface represents the state—of-the—art among devices used to
connect the switched telephone network for broadcast use.
The unit provides a complete system of audio and control functions to connect a
maximum of ten telephone lines to a studio console. The main unit is a rack—mount 3
1/2” enclosure. Simple pushbutton contact closures provide remote line selection.
Standard key phone line status indication outputs are provided, as well. The control
panel may be constructed by you for integration into your station’s studio scheme, or
may be provided by us.
Telephone lines are controlled in two groups — a main group of 6 lines and a
“conference” group of 4 lines. Transformer matched conferencing capability is provided
between line groups, with “line—mash” parallel conferencing used within each of the
two groups. No conference gain is provided, so multiple units are suggested when high—
quality conferencing is desired.
A microprocessor handles the line—select and other control functions.
Superior hybrid performance is achieved by the application of digital signal
processing technology to provide the central telephone interface audio functions.
While not perfect, the digital signal processing approach results in the least
possible leakage of send audio into the receive (telephone) output, thus allowing full
simultaneous conversation on most phone lines - without announce mike quality
degradation.
An AGC circuit is incorporated to ride gain on input audio. Input audio is also
filtered to improve performance, and to satisfy FCC regulations regarding out-of-band
energy.
Telephone receive audio is filtered to improve quality. A notch filter at 50/60 HZ
reduces hum, often present on telephone lines. A gated AGC/expander may be switched-in
to help control gain and reduce noise. Finally, a “caller override” or “ducking” gain
function allows dynamic reduction of caller volume when the announcer speaks.
Internal option jumpers allow the unit to be placed downstream of the console (that
is, between the console output and the station processing input) with the telephone
audio mixing function provided by the unit itself, or the station console can provide
a “mix-minus” audio feed to the unit with the output appearing on a console fader as
any other input in the usual fashion. The latter is preferred.
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Connection to telephone circuits is made via a standard 50 pin blue ribbon type
connector. A “1A2” type Key Service Unit is used to interface between the Telos
unit and the actual central office telephone lines. While newer business
telephone systems are quickly replacing the old-style 1A2 key phones in the
“front—offices” of many radio stations, the lA2 type key systems remain the best
choice for on—air studio application, since these systems provide a solid contact
closure connection between studio equipment arid the incoming central office
phone lines for least degradation of telephone audio quality — as well as high
reliability and relatively simple interfacing.
Audio and control connections use 25 pin “D” connectors. These are the same type
used for computer serial data and modem links, so plugs and pre—wired cables are
readily available.

Telos 10 Block Diagram
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1.2 Introduction - The Switched Telephone Network
The phone pairs provided to us by the phone company are known officially as
“subscriber loops.”
On standard subscriber loops, the phone company only guarantees a frequency response
of 300 — 3,000 Hz. In the not too distant past, when local calls were connected at the
exchange by relay contacts, better frequency response was likely to be present on many
conversations. However, the newer exchanges use digital switching techniques which
cause all calls to be limited to about 3,400 Hz. Long distance calls usually go by
bandlimited microwave or satellite links, so frequency response on them has never been
much better than the promised 300—3,000.
A current-limited DC voltage and the conversation audio appear together on each phone
pair. The DC leaves the exchange at 48 volts, and is limited to approximately 6 — 80
ma by a series resistor. The resistor’s value is selected depending upon the
resistance of the loop itself. A little known fact: a standard telephone incorporates
a varistor which automatically adjusts voice level to compensate for various loop
lengths.
DC resistance of loops varies from 0 — 1,300 ohms.
The incoming audio level is usually around -18 dbm. Send audio is required to be
limited to —9 dbm. Loop loss from the exchange to you is supposed to be kept below 8
db.
Ring voltage is 10—60 HZ AC at around 90 volts.
The telephone company uses a special weighting curve called “C—message weight” to
determine the signal—to—noise on a phone line.
c msg curve

As you can see, this weighting curve has considerable low-frequency roll—off. This
allows a line to have a lot of hum and other low frequency noise and still meet the
phone company’s noise spec. While this makes life easier for the phone people, it can
be troublesome when we are using phones on the air.
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If you are having noise problems, you might try to get the phone guys to switch their
noise meter to the “flat” position, since their gear usually does have this option
available. Probably years since they used it, but it’s likely to be there.
Incidentally, the C-msg curve was developed many years ago to simulate the frequency
response of an old—style telephone earpiece!
The FCC rules for connection of equipment to phone company lines can be found in The
Rules and Regulations of the Federal Communications Commission, Part 68: Connection of
Terminal Equipment to the Telephone Network. The rules can be ordered from the
government printing office, or can be found reprinted in the Code of Federal
Regulations in the reference section of most larger libraries.
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1.3

Introduction — Telephone Interfacing Background

In the beginning, there was only Ma Bell.
Since Ma was a very protective lady, if you wanted a two—way interface to the
Miss Bell’s network, you probably asked your local phone company to give you a
speaker-phone, or, if you and they were more demanding and sophisticated, you may
have requested a “hybrid transformer” arrangement. Some of us, on a lower budget,
just paralleled an incoming phone pair or studio phone earpiece wires. Each of
these approaches got the job done, sort of. Each had distinct disadvantages.
A number of home—brew projects were eventually undertaken by ambitious engineers
to improve upon Bell’s offerings and to provide needed functions (an example of
the best of these projects was Mark Durenberger’s system at WLOL, Minneapolis
described in a BM/E article some years ago).
More recently, a number of manufacturers have introduced packaged systems to
perform the interface function.
Now, with the passage of time, the introduction of new technology, and all of us
wiser, we can explore new and better ways of making the broadcast-telephone
connection.
Before we do this, lets take a detailed look at the various techniques that have
gone before:
The hybrid approach —Hybrids were invented by the telephone company many years
ago
in order to separate the send and receive signals from a standard phone pair.
Long distance calls went by microwave, and microwave links go only one way. Thus,
the need for some way to split the two signal directions.

SUBSCRIBER LOOP
AND PHONE

SUBSCRIBER
LOOP LOOP
SUBSCRIBER
AND PHONE
AND PHONE
Hybrid/Microwave Signal Path

MICROWAVE
LINK
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The first hybrids were made from transformers with multiple windings. Nowadays, most
hybrids are made with active components, op-amps or transistors, and are known as
“active hybrids” (naturally). Both circuit types use the same principle, and achieve
the same effect. Let’s look at an op—amp version:
A

INPUT

OUTPUT
Op-Amp Hybrid

BALANCING
NETWORK

The first op-amp is simply a buffer. The second is used as a differential amplifier the two inputs are added out of phase (or subtracted, if you prefer). If the phone
line and the box labled “balancing network” have identical characteristics, then the
send signals at A and B will be identical, and no send audio will appear at the output
of the second op-amp.
The balancing network is a circuit consisting of capacitance and resistance, and
sometimes inductance, forming an impedance network. Depending on the hybrid’s
application, this circuit can be very simple, or be made of a large number of
components, with a very complex impedance characteristic.
Notice that Rl and the phone line form a voltage divider, as does R2 and the balancing
network. If you think of the phone line and balancing network as pure resistances,
then it is apparent that the phone line and the balancing network must have the same
value in order for the signals at A and B to have the same amplitude, and full
cancellation to occur.
In the real world, the phone line is not purely resistive, but rather a complex
impedance, causing both the amplitude and phase to vary at A as the send signal
frequency varies.
Only when the impedance of the balancing network is the same as the phone line, and
the signal at B is matched to that at A in both amplitude and phase, will full
cancellation of the send signal be achieved. Otherwise, leakage results - the scourge
of hybrid circuits.
Since the phone company’s requirements were not generally too stringent,
1 - 6
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they usually used (and still do) a simple network with compromise values of resistance
and capacitance. The phone company’s design goal is to get an average of about 12db
rejection, with 6db acceptable on difficult lines. When better performance is
required, modules with a number of R and C elements which can be switched in or out
are employed, the switches being set to match the network to a particular line.
The amount of hybrid rejection is sometimes referred—to as “trans-hybrid loss”. Trans—
hybrid loss is NOT the loss from the phone line audio to the output, as one confused
interface manufacturer seems to be convinced.
Incidentally, while we’re talking terminology, a standard phone pair is called a “two—
wire” circuit in telephone engineering jargon, and the hybrid has two ports — send and
receive (in addition to the telephone line and balance network connections), requiring
four wires to connect - thus, a hybrid is sometimes called a “two—to—four wire
converter.”
What use is a hybrid to us, as broadcasters? It depends.
In broadcast application, the telephone audio, including hybrid leakage consisting of
the local announcer audio phase-shifted because of the phone line reactance - is mixed
with the original announcer audio.
If the amount of the leakage is too great, and/or the phase shift too extreme, the
announcer audio will suffer degradation. When this occurs, the announcer most often
sounds “hollow” or “tinney” as the phase cancellation affects some frequencies more
than others. Also, feedback can be a problem when it is desired to have the caller on
a speaker in the studio.
Clearly, a hybrid will be useful only when leakage can be kept acceptably low.

Console/Hybrid Mix Path
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Moving on, here are some graphs of impedance vs. frequency for some phone lines
we have encountered:

Phone Line Graphs
While some of these are relatively smooth curves, others are pretty terrible.
That last one is a real doozy. It is the shop phone line at a radio station in
the Midwest where the Telos was designed.
The lines with the smooth curves have impedance characteristics which can be
simulated with a simple resistor-capacitor combination. These lines would work
very well with a hybrid type interface device, since a practical RC balance
network would make the cancellation of send audio at the receive output port high
enough to prevent announcer audio coloration. Of course, if the hybrid is to be
switched among a number of lines, they would all have to have nearly the same
curve. Another consideration: the line characteristic would have to be consistent
from call to call.
While it would theoretically be possible to make a balance network to match the
more difficult lines, practical considerations usually keep this approach from
being used — the line impedances are often inconsistent from call to call, or the
impedance characteristic required is too difficult to produce.
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One manufacturer makes an interface unit with an automatically—adjusted resistor—
capacitor balance network. This approach works well when the phone lines to be used
have a smooth impedance curve, but poor performance will still result when the line
impedance characteristic is non—linear and can’t be adequately matched by a simple RC
network.
Another way to improve hybrid performance on widely varying or difficult lines is to
trade off single—frequency rejection for wide-band loss by making the phone line look
less reactive to the hybrid with some series resistance. This is the approach used in
a very popular integrated interface device.
Before we leave the subject of hybrids, another point should be made:
THE TRUE TEST OF HYBRID PERFORMANCE IS DETERMINED BY MEASURING THE AMOUNT OF REJECTION
ACROSS THE ENTIRE AUDIO FREQUENCY RANGE, PREFERABLY WITH WHITE NOISE AS A TEST SIGNAL
AT THE SEND INPUT.
Any hybrid with an adjustable R and C balance network can claim high rejection at any
given frequency, since both phase and amplitude at a single frequency can be tweaked
for good cancellation. Voice is rarely a single—frequency source.
The Speaker-Phone Approach — This technique uses simple switching to keep the send
audio from appearing at the receive output. Two electronic switches are used in such a
way as to ensure that either the send or the receive path is closed at any given time
— but, never both simultaneously.
Usually, a decision circuit compares the send and receive levels, with the direction
of transmission being determined by the relative signal strength.
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Sometimes Voltage Controlled Amplifiers (VCA’s) are used in place of the switches
to provide soft-switching rather than the absolute on-off of simple switches. The
common telephone company-supplied speakerphones work this way.
The disadvantages of the switching technique result from the uni-directional
nature of these systems. The primary problem is that the caller cannot be heard
while the announcer is speaking. Also, noises in the studio can sometimes cause a
caller to “disappear” momentarily — especially on weak calls.
Combination systems The best systems for broadcast use combine the hybrid and VCA-type switching
techniques. Here is one such configuration:

The hybrid is used to produce as much send to receive isolation as can be
achieved. The “override” or “caller—control” VCA causes the “dynamic” rejection
to be greater than the hybrid alone can produce. When send audio is present, the
VCA reduces the gain of the receive signal. Thus, leakage is reduced on a dynamic
basis. However, it should be apparent that the level from the phone is also
reduced when the announcer is speaking. A control pot in the VCA control signal
path is often used the adjust the amount of receive ducking, allowing full duplex
operation (when the hybrid alone produces sufficient rejection), or a speaker—
phone—like effect whereby the caller is turned—off when the announcer speaks. As
a practical matter, this control is usually set to provide the minimum amount of
ducking which provides adequately low send—to—receive leakage.
The Telos uses the combination approach just described, with a high-performance
digital signal processing hybrid, send and receive AGC, receive expansion, and
carefully chosen filtering added to the basic configuration.
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1.4 Introduction — Digital Signal Processing
Digital signal processing means, simply, the process of operating on continuous,
analog signals which have been represented digitally.
The advantages of conversion of analog signals to digital for storage and retrieval
are well known, and the technology is now common - i.e. CD players, digital tape and
satellite links. The next frontier is the processing of digitized signals. Digital
processing offers a number of advantages:
-

Digital accuracy is predictable and repeatable, so component selection and system

tweaking are not needed.
-

Stability is more easily achieved in digital systems.

— In most instances, signal degradation occurs only at the analog/digital interface.
Thus, a more complex signal path is possible, since signal quality is not reduced as
it passes through each stage.
- Software instructions determine circuit function. Improvements are possible without
PC board modification.
— Digital makes possible complex processing that would be impractical in analog
implementation. With regard to telephone interfacing, this feature is primary.
Let’s look at a general-purpose digital signal processing system.
The block diagram below illustrates the basic components of a system using a digital
signal processor:
The system is comprised of the following basic parts:
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1)
Anti-aliasing filter — This filter is used to bandlimit the incoming analog
signal prior to sampling. If a signal too high in frequency, relative to the sample
rate, is passed to the S/H, aliasing distortion results.
A very simple rule applies — the sampling rate must be at least twice as high as the
highest signal frequency present at the output of the anti—aliasing filter. This rule
is called the Nyquist theorem, and is fundamental to digital signal processing. If
this rule is observed, the original analog signal will be preserved and correctly
reproduced. In the real world, however, distortion may occur in the A—to-D or D-to—A
converter.
2)
Input sample and hold (S/H) - The S/H samples the signal at the system sampling
rate. Each resulting sampled amplitude is held long enough for the AID converter to
accurately convert.
3)
Analog-to-Digital converter. The A/D converts the sampled amplitude to a
digital word.
4)
Digital Processor — Performs mathematical operations on the digitized signal to
simulate analog processes. Using the appropriate combinations of mathematical
manipulations, it is possible to “simulate in real time” analog functions, such as
gain control, filtering, and signal generation and detection.
While a general—purpose microcomputer (such as a Z80) is capable of this sort of
calculation, it would be far to slow for real-time audio processing. Signal processor
chips are optimized for speed, and have instruction sets especially suited to signal
processing application.
5)
Digital-to-Analog converter CD/A) and output S/H - converts the digitized
samples back to analog.
6)
Reconstruction filter — Sometimes called a “smoothing” filter, which describes
what it does. This is a low—pass filter which, by removing the high-frequency
components created by the sampling process, reconstructs the desired analog signal.

All of these elements are present in straightforward “textbook” form in the Telos
system.
The automatic/adaptive hybrid balancing function is implemented in digital, while
other functions, such as input and output
• AGC, are performed with typical analog circuits.
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2.1 Installation — Connection to the Telephone System
2.1.1 General
The Telos 10 is designed to work with a standard “1A2” key telephone system. This is
the old-style system used nearly everywhere until electronic phones became common.
These systems are sometimes called “400 series” since they usually use KSU-400 line
cards.
If you already have this sort of system, it will only be necessary to connect the
Telos 25—pair cable to the appropriate wires coming from the key service unit.
If you do not, at present, have such a system, you will either have to have one
installed by your phone company or an interconnect firm — or, you can purchase the
equipment and do it yourself. It is much less expensive to install a system yourself.
A good place to purchase key equipment and phones is your local Graybar Electric
branch, if there is one in your city. Also, some of the interconnect companies are
willing to sell equipment outright, if you talk right to them. Believe it or not, some
of them are worse than the phone company, though. Another good source of new and used
key equipment at low cost is:
Consolidated Communications, Inc.
28 Calvert Street
Harrison, NY 10528
(914) 835—5000
Installation of phone equipment is really quite straightforward. You’ve met the guys
from the phone company that do this work, havn’t you? It’s just a matter of connecting
the incoming lines to the key service unit input, and wiring the output side to your
phones and the Telos unit. All connections to the KSU are generally routed through
“66” punch blocks, so that changes can be easily made. The instruction sheet packed
with the KSU will probably have a suggested 66 block wiring sequence. It’s a good idea
to follow it, since using a standard scheme will make life easier for any phone people
who have to deal with the system. The “standard 25—pair color code” describes the
usual sequence of wire connections to a block.
2.1.2 “Electronic” phone systems
If you have an electronic system (like TIE, NEC, Rolm, Siemens, etc.), you are
probably wondering how the lA2-type system fits
in.
One option is to simply segregate the office and studio phone lines,
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with the studios being served by a separate system with no connection to the
electronic system.
However, most stations need to have some lines from each system in common. This can
be accomplished. The electronic systems usually have provision for connection of a
standard single line phone as an extension. Since these ports look just like
Central Office incoming lines, they can be connected to an INPUT of the lA2 key
system like any other line. The key phone button would then access a PBX extension,
rather than an outside line. Thus, all the PBX functions (transfer, pooled facility
access, etc.) can be used.
2.1.3 Determining the connection scheme

So, now that you have a key system in place, the next step is to determine how it
is wired to the point where you will make the interconnection.
Some common standard connection schemes are given in the table. If you are
fortunate, your system will follow one of these standards.
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Standard 25 pair color—code:
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To determine how your system is wired, here is what. to look for:
Tip/Ring — The name originated with the tips &
rings of the patch cords telephone operators used to use to connect
callers. The tip/ring pair is the actual telephone line connected thru
from the incoming lines. They may be located with headphones or a
telephone.
“A” leads — These tell the key system which lines
are off—hook. Any time a line is selected on a phone and taken off-hook,
a connection is made from that line’s “A” lead to another wire called “A
common.” The “A” lead is at -24 volts, and “A common” is at ground
potential, so when a line is selected, the “A” lead goes from —24 v to
ground.
If the “A” lead connection is broken before the tip/ring is
disconnected, the system puts the line on HOLD.
These wires may be located by using using a volt meter while selecting
lines on a nearby phone.
There is usually only a single “A common” wire for all lines in a
system.
Lamp leads- These light the lamps on the phone’s
line buttons. The lamps use 10 volts AC. The lamp circuit is completed
through the “LG” lamp ground wires.
All of the LG wires are connected together at the KSU. Multiple wires
are used to distribute the current to reduce the voltage drop when a
number of lamps are lit.
In the great majority of systems, the lamp grounds and the “A” common
are connected to ground, and are effectively the same.
In standard old-type “six-wire fanout systems,” the A common is re—named
“Al” and bussed to each line so that there are a full six leads devoted
to each line — Tip/Ring, A/Al, and L/LG.
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2.1.4 Making the Connection
Now that we know what’s what, it shouldn’t be too difficult to connect the Telos
system.
One way is to locate a punch block which is used in your system as a central connect
point. A cable with a 50-pin ribbon plug on one end and “pigtails” on the other could
then be “laid-down” on the block in the appropriate sequence. The connector would then
plug into the Telos.
Another method is to provide your own punch block. This is probably the best way. You
can simply unplug a nearby phone from the key system cable and insert the block.
Connection to the Telos is then made as before, with another cable and plug. A number
of companies offer the “66” blocks with pre—wired blue—ribbon type connectors mounted
on each side.
There are, of course, many other schemes which may be used to make the Telos/phone
equipment connection depending on the specific situation.
Cables, blocks, and other supplies are available from local interconnect phone
companies, Graybar Electric branches, and specialty suppliers. Local companies can
often make up cables with connectors to your specifications. You will certainly want
to obtain the cables with connectors pre—installed, if you need them.
Incidentally, 3M makes a useful device for plugging wires onto a punch block. It’s
called an “ST” connector. You simply squeeze them onto the wires with pliers, and
they push on over the punch block terminals. This makes it easy to change
connections to re—arrange line appearances, or whatever, when you need to. The ST
devices are available from telephone supply houses and some broadcast distributors —
such as Allied, in Richmond, IN.
As this is written, a convenient source for telephone supplies are the Radio Shack
Computer/Phone Center stores. They have 25-pair cables made up with plugs, blocks,
junction devices, and many other accessories. They have the tool available for mass
termination of the 50—pin telephone connectors, so they should be able to make—up
custom cables. They even have a lA2 compatible
• key service unit and telephones. The Shack’s prices are very high compared to
distributor prices, but you can’t beat the convenience. The cables, connectors, etc.
are usually not on display - you have to ask for them. They keep ‘em in the back room.
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2.1.5 TELOS Phone Connector
Wire Color
white/blue
blue/white
white/org
org/white
white/grn
gm/white
white/brown
brown/white
white/slate
slate/white
red/blue
blue/red
red/org
org/red
red/grn
gm/red
red/brown
brown/red
red/slate
slate/red
black/blue
blue/black
black/org
org/black
black/grn
grn/black
black/brown
brown/black
black/slate
slate/black
yellow/blue
blue/yellow
yellow/org
org/yellow
yellow/grn
grn/yellow
brown/yellow
yellow/brown
**yellow/slate
slate/yellow
violet/blue
blue/violet
**violet/org
org/violet
violet/grn
gm/violet

pin—out
Pin #
26
1
27
2
28
3
29
4
30
5
31
6
32
7
33
8
34
9
35
10
36
11
37
12
38
13
39
14
40
15
41
16
42
17
43
18
44
19
45
20
46
21
47
22
48
23

Function
Line 1 RING
Line 1 TIP
Line 1 lamp
Line 1 “A”
Line 2 RING
Line 2 TIP
Line 2 lamp
Line 2 “A”
Line 3 RING
Line 3 TIP
Line 3 lamp
Line 3 “A”
Line 4 RING
Line 4 TIP
Line 4 lamp
Line 4 “A”
Line 5 RING
Line 5 TIP
Line 5 lamp
Line 5 “A”
Line c1 RING
Line c1 TIP
Line c1 lamp *
Line c1 “A”
Line c2 RING
Line c2 TIP
Line c2 lamp *
Line c2 “A”

“A” common
line 1 RING relay
line 1 TIP relay
lamp ground
lamp ground
lamp ground
lamp ground
line 6 RING
line 6 TIP
line 6 lamp
line 6 “A”
line c3 RING
line c3 TIP
line c3 lamp
line c3 “A”
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violet/brown
brown/violet
violet/slate
slate/violet

49
24
50
25

c4 RING
c4 TIP
c4 lamp
c4 “A”

line
line
line
line

* often confused — beware
**

Sorry. . .PC board error: Pins 45 and 47 are reversed. Swap these when connecting.
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2.1.6 Single-line operation
In simple single line operation, the Telos may be inserted between a phone line and a
telephone, since the Normally Closed contacts of the line #1 relay are brought out to
the phone connector. The phone may then be used normally until the Telos is activated.
A simple two button on—off control would then be connected to the appropriate pins on
the control connector.
If it is desired to use a multi—line phone as a select “front end”, the tip and ring
connections inside the phone may be broken between the switch bank and the network and
routed through the Telos. Of course, the on-off control function will have to be
provided. The on—off control could be provided from the studio console channel
switching logic.
Single-line control connections
The main line #1 off and on connections are used. They are simple
closures to ground.
Both main and conference off button inputs can be paralleled in order to
cause a full system reset each tine the off button is pressed.
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2.2 Installation — Audio Connections
2.2.1

Mix—Minus

While it is possible to insert the Telos downstream - after the board main output and
before the station audio processing — the best way is to obtain a “mix-minus” output
from the board to feed the Telos input and route the Telos output into a board input.
The advantages of the board-created mix-minus approach are:
—

The operator has convenient control over phone level.

—

The cue speaker can be used to provide hands—free answering capability.

—

Reliability and audio quality of the station audio path is improved since station
audio does not pass through the additional Telos stages.

Mix-minus, or “foldback”, as it’s sometimes called, is simply an audio mix of all
sources you want to feed the phone — minus the telephone itself.
Inside the console, a new mix bus has to be created or assigned. This bus sums all the
sources you want callers to hear. It must not, of course, include the telephone input.
If it did, feedback would result.
Most newer consoles have built-in provision for mix-minus. For example, the Pacific
Recorders BMX units have two “auxiliary” summing busses, one of which can. be used to
create a mix—minus. The summing resistors would then be added to the desired input
modules, and a summing amplifier connected. Pacific Recorders makes a module which
performs this function.
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With consoles which do not have internal mix—minus provisions, you will have to
improvise. One option, incidentally, is to use an external mixer (such as the
ubiquitous Shure M-67) to parallel the main and guest mike feeds to the board.
2.2.2 Inputs
The main and aux Telos inputs are internally summed, which may be useful in creating a
mix-minus scheme.
Input levels of from approx. —30 to +4 dbm can be accommodated.
The Telos inputs are active balanced. If you feed the input from an unbalanced source,
the “—“ input side should be grounded, with the signal connected to the “+“ side.
2.2.3 Outputs
The Telos output simply feeds a board input. The main and aux outputs are isolated,
but both have the same phone audio present. The two outputs may be useful when you
need to feed phone audio to another device, such as a studio tape machine.
In balanced mode, the output level is 0 dbm when the meter is at zero. The internal
jumper plug increases meter sensitivity 10 db so that when the plug is in place,
output level is —10 dbm at meter zero. When the output is taken unbalanced, the output
level is 6 db lower.

The outputs are active balanced (Uh, excuse me — “active differential, if you prefer).
If you desire an unbalanced output, it should be taken from one side to ground. Do not
short the unused output side.
In troublesome cases, you may have to add external transformers.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Since there is usually some leakage audio present at the Telos output, you should try
connecting the output with the phase both ways - almost always, one way will sound
better than the other when listening to the combined announcer and phone audio. To
find out which way is best, use a board mix with the phone audio potted up high and
listen for least quality degradation.
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Audio Connections
2.2.3

Outputs (cont) — Internal “Mix-Minus”

As mentioned before, it is possible to create a mix-minus within the Telos unit. This
would allow the unit to be used downstream of the console.
On the PC board near the phone transformer are jumper pins which allow this. The main
input can be summed with the phone audio to produce the main output; the aux input can
be summed with phone audio to produce the aux output. You will also have to add an
appropriate value summing resistor to the R-l34 and/or R—136 positions on the PC
board. These are left off so you can set the “through” gain to meet your requirements.
A look at the audio schematic should make things clear.
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2.2.4 Audio Connections — P4, DE—25 rear panel connector
Pin 1 - main input +
2 - main input —
input +
3 - aux
—
4 - aux input
5
6 - aux output +
7 - aux output —
8 - main output +
9 - main output 10
11
12
13
ground
“
14
“
15
“
16
closure to ground for call timer start (20ma max)
17
18
Unassigned logic output
19
ground
“
20
“
21
“
22
“
23
“
24
“
25
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2.2.5 Feedback reduction
Sometimes, when the system is being used with an open speaker, trouble with feedback
may occur. Generally, this happens only with poorer phone lines, or with very weak
callers requiring lots of gain in the phone-to—speaker path.
Some suggestions for solution of this problem:
1. First, try repositioning the mikes and/or speaker. Of course, it also helps to use
mikes and speakers that are directional. In typical broadcast studio application, EV
RE—20’s and Shure SM-7’s have proven appropriate.
2. Add equalization to the monitor path. Acoustic resonances usually cause pronounced
peaks in the “feedback response” of a sound system. Since the largest peaks generally
occur at just a few frequencies, reducing system gain at these frequencies with a
graphic or notch EQ helps tremendously. UREI makes a special EQ unit just for this
purpose.
3. Use a pitch shifter on the SEND input to the Telos. Pitch shifters are very useful
in this application. Good results have been obtained with inexpensive MXR brand units.
The foregoing is intended to help in those situations where you MUST have an open
speaker. Whenever possible, it is best to use headphones to hear callers. When you
have an open speaker, the on-air phone audio has both a direct and an acoustic path —
from the speaker to the announce mike(s). Depending on the relative levels, phone
audio quality may suffer. Also, callers hear themselves fed back at high volume by the
same path - from the speaker to the announce mike, which also feeds the Telos input.
This can be disconcerting.
The best thing in normal radio studio use is to have the announce mikes active to the
phone system input even when the mike channel is switched off, and have the phone
monitor speaker mute when the mike is turned-on, Thus, the system can be used as a
speakerphone-like device to take calls off the air — but, when the call is to be used
on-air and the announce mike is on, the speaker is muted.
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2.3 Installation — Control Connections
The two DB-25 rear panel control connectors, P1 & P2, are used to connect the control
buttons and indicators.
Refer to the interface section schematic for connector pin-out, etc.
The buttons make simple closures to ground. The “OFF” lamps are 5v; the line lamps are
10 v.
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2.4 Installation — Conferencing with two units
To get high—quality conferencing, two hybrids are required.
Hybrid #1 is fed with the announce mike(s) and the output of hybrid #2. Hybrid #2 is
also fed the announce mike audio and the output of hybrid #1. This way both callers
get the announce audio and the other caller audio.
There are two ways to do this:
1 — Create TWO mix—minuses inside the station console. One for each hybrid. This is
probably the best way since operator board gain-riding on the phone channels makes it
more likely that each hybrid is getting the right level from the other despite varying
incoming caller levels.
2 — Use the Telos AUX inputs and outputs. Hybrid #1’s AUX input is fed from the #2 AUX
output and vice-versa. Both hybrids are fed the same announce mike audio on the MAIN
input. Each hybrid’s output goes to it’s own board input. Of course, system gains will
have to be matched so that audio from the announce mike(s) matches that from the
hybrids.
With poorer hybrids, a special kind of feedback called “singing” is often a problem
when the hybrids are connected for conferencing in this way. The phone company, faces
this problem when they apply bi-directional repeaters to standard two—wire phone
lines. With the superior Telos trans—hybrid loss performance, considerable gain can be
inserted in the caller—to— caller path before feedback is a problem. However, since
the Telos units have both input and output AGC, and since some phone lines are very
bad and some callers are very weak, feedback could occur. Experimentation with gain
settings will usually produce the fix.

Control connections —If you need fewer than 10 phone lines total, divided 6 and 4 as
with a single unit, just plug the P—l control cable into the #1 hybrid and the P-2
cable into the #2 hybrid. All of the 6 main phone line control and indicator functions
use P—1, while the 4 conference line functions use P—2.
A special version of the control software EPROM is required to allow each unit to work
with the full 10 lines each.
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3.1

Operation — Internal adjustments

There are two trimpots which may require adjustment:

3.1.1 Course Null
The course null pot adjusts the null on the simple active hybrid stage. This
adjustment is uncritical, since the auto-adaptive balancing circuit can accommodate a
wide range of conditions. The idea is to set the average, or central range, so that
the auto-balancing section works optimally.
The DIP switch near the right edge of the circuit board should be switched to the NULL
SET mode. This applies white noise to the hybrid input and switches the meter to a
point after the active hybrid, but before the digital balancing section. The COARSE
NULL pot should then be adjusted for a minimum indication on the meter. If a number of
lines are to be used, the pot should be set to provide the best average null for all
lines.
3.1.2 Input Gate
This adjustment establishes the input gate low threshold.
The actual gate threshold is adaptively varied to always be a few db below the longterm signal level. The INPUT GATE pot sets the lowest level the threshold is allowed
to reach, and should be set so that gating always occurs during long periods of
silence with normal room noise present at the input.
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3.2

Operation — Front panel controls, indicators Input Level

Controls input level. Set so that VU meter has a normal indication in the input
position.
Input Gate
Lights when input gate occurs. Actually, this circuit is both a gate and an expander,
so, the LED indicates expansion as well.
Adapt LED
Shows when the digital balancing network is working. Useful to confirm that the
digital signal processing section is OK.
Active LED
Lights when a line is selected. Useful to indicate operation of the Z80 and peripheral
chips.
Compress/Expand Drive control
Sets the input level to the output compress/expand section.
Set higher to pick-up weaker callers; lower to reduce feed-thru (leakage).
Compress, Expand, and Gate LEDS
Indicates operation of the output compress/expand section.
Override control
Sets the amount of gain reduction, or “ducking,” which is applied to the phone caller
audio. Almost always, some override is useful — so, the “12 o’clock” position is
normal. The center position corresponds to 6 to 10 db of ducking. This amount is
barely noticeable.
Since advancing the override control provides improved “dynamic” hybrid performance,
very poor phone lines may require more override ducking. This improved performance
comes at the expense of full bi—directionality, of course. Unfortunately, with the
present state of the art, this is the nature of things - very poor phone lines will
require some sacrifice of full—duplex hybrid operation.
Output Level control
Sets output level, naturally.
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3.3 Operation - Line selection, etc
The line buttons are divided into two groups — “regular” (6 lines) and “conference” (4
lines). Generally, the conference buttons are used for unlisted lines to put
“newsmakers” on the air. This way, the newsmakers can stay up while you select
incoming calls on the regular bank.
Operation is very much like a multi—line desk set phone. To select a line, punch the
appropriate button. Punching-up a line cancels all others active in the group. If you
want to put two callers on the air from the same group, hold the one you’ve got while
you punch the one you want. OFF and HOLD work as you would expect.
The buttons are illuminated straight through from the key service unit, so off-hook
and hold conditions caused by any phones connected to the system are indicated.
Special Note:
On occasion, the unit may stop working for no apparent reason. This can happen when
there is a brief AC power failure or surge. Just as a personal computer could get
“locked—up” when there is a power problem, the Telos microprocessor gets confused.
When this problem occurs, press the main and conference “OFF” buttons simultaneously.
A complete system reset is performed.
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4.0 System Description/Theory of Operation — Digital
4.1 Overview
Refer to the system block diagram.
The heart of the control section is a “textbook” microprocessor control system, using
the common Z80. If you are unfamiliar with microprocessor systems, a visit to a
bookstore may be a good idea. There are a good number of books available which explain
microprocessor systems from the ground—up. A good one is “Build Your Own Z80 Computer”
by Steve Ciarcia, published by Byte Books.
The system functions by executing the machine—level software programmed into the 2716
EPROM. This software is not considered to be proprietary, so, an assembler source
listing is available by request.
When no line is selected, the microprocessor system is constantly polling the
pushbutton input lines to see if a press is present. When a line button is pressed,
the Z80 reads the digitized audio from the A/D, sends it to the signal processor chip,
then retrieves it from the signal processor and sends it to the D/A. The signal
processor operates as a peripheral to the Z80.
When a line is first selected, the noise generator is turned on and the audio is
prevented from reaching the D/A. This happens for about 300ms. Two purposes are
served. The “clunk” sound of the line engaging is muted, and the auto—adaptive
balancing is accomplished before the call goes to air.
Filtering and input and output AGC are done with conventional analog circuits. In
order to achieve top distortion and dynamic range performance from the digital
section, a companding scheme is used. The two inputs to the digital section are
compressed, and the digital section output is routed though an expander. A special—
purpose companding chip is used to perform this function — the Signetics NE570. Also,
pre and de—emphasis are applied.
Only one AID converter is used for the two inputs to the digital section. A FET switch
IC - a DG201 — is used to switch the appropriate input to the A/D at the right time.
The FET switch operates under the control of the digital section.
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4.2 Digital Section
4.2.1 Circuit Description
Refer to the digital section block diagram, and the digital and interface section
schematics.
The logic input and output to the Z80 is handled by U8 and U15
— the two 8255 peripheral I/O interface (PIO) chips.
The pushbutton inputs are buffered by the four 1498 chips. The capacitors slow the
response of the button inputs so that transients are prevented from false triggering
the inputs.
The various logic outputs are buffered by four 2003A peripheral driver chips. The
2003A’s are Darlington transistors in a chip package. The 2003A’s drive the relays
directly, the “A” leads through the opto-isolators, and the front panel LEDS through
current limiting resistors.
The system clock is provided by U1, a packaged oscillator module followed by U2
(7493), which divides the oscillator output to produce the required frequencies of
8mhz for the signal processor, 4mhz for the Z80, and 2mhz for the two 2912 filter
chips.
Reset is provided by Ull (74LS14) and associated parts. Operation of this circuit is
straightforward. When power is first applied, Cl begins charging through R5. Until the
voltage reaches the 74LS14 threshold, the system is held in the reset mode. When the
threshold level is reached at U11-13, the RES line goes low. The simultaneous pressing
of the two line “OFF” buttons forces a system hardware reset by causing Ull—4 to go
low, thus discharging the capacitor.
Ul0 (74LS138) provides address decoding. The chip selects of the various peripheral
devices are driven by the ‘LS138.
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4.2.2 Digital Section troubleshooting
A failure in the digital section may be such that it affects the operation of a
certain function only, or it may cause the entire system to “crash.”
If a control problem with some, but not all, lines develops -it is probably caused by
a failure of a component in the pushbutton interface circuit or the relay or “A” lead
driver circuits. The first step is to determine if the pushbutton signal is making it
through the 1498’s to the 8255 PIO chips. If it is not, the 1498 or related part is at
fault. If the signal is making it to the PIO, check to see if the appropriate PIO
output is functioning. All line select logic is active high, so you should see the PIO
output go high when a line is selected. If the PIO output is OK, you have a bad
ULN2003 driver chip, a bad relay, or, if an “A” lead problem, a bad opto—isolator.
Note that, since the ULN2003’s are really just transistors, a high level at the input
causes a low at the corresponding output.
If the PIO chips are getting the right inputs, but producing incorrect outputs, or if
the whole system “just doesn’t work” -the problem is less easy to pin down.
Because microprocessor systems work using a bus approach, any chip on the bus could
cause strange and unpredictable failure modes. Usually, you will find either the Z80
or the EPROM is bad. Sometimes, a peripheral chip on the bus may short a data or
address line to either +5 or ground. A scope on these lines while chips are removed
from sockets will often point up this sort of problem.
Of course, you will want to make sure the +5 power supply and the reset signal are OK.
Incidentally, a bar over a logic line name means that that signal is active LOW. For
example, the RESET signal is active low at the Z80.
The worst kind of problem to track down is a failure of the audio functions of the
digital section with the control functions still working. If you have an audio absent
or audio distorted problem, and you are sure it’s in the digital section, there are a
number of chips which could be the cause. The A/D and D/A chips are suspect, as is
the’ 7720 signal processor. Also, the PIO output port which runs the FET switch and
the 74LS138 or 74LS14 could be faulty. The PIO port and the ‘138 and ‘14 chip
operation can be verified with a scope.
It is possible for the Z80 or EPROM to cause an audio problem, but it would be very
unlikely to this without having an effect on the control functions.
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The front panel LED’s may be of some aid in tracking down problems. The “active” LED
is controlled by the Z80, EPROM, and PIO chips. The “adapt” LED is driven by the
signal processor chip.
A general strategy for digital section failures, when a ‘scope check doesn’t point up
anything obvious, is to substitute the readily available chips, and see what changes.
For example, the Z80 is cheap and commonly available — so it may be a good idea to pop
another one in before you do anything else. Same goes for the 8255 PIO chips, and the
EPROM, if you have a spare.
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4.3 Audio Section
4.3.1 Circuit Description
Refer to the audio section block diagram and schematic.
U38 is a simple active differential input stage. The main and aux inputs are summed in
u37 and fed to the input level pot.
The send high—pass filter, a fifth order Chebychev type, removes audio below 200 HZ.
Note that C34 and R92 form a high pass time constant, and are part of the overall
filter. Thus, the response measured at U37—l will have a rise at low frequencies.
The “send gated AGC” circuit uses an LM13600 gain control element. An important point
to note is that the control voltage cannot be seen at pin 1, as you might expect. This
is because the 13600 control pin is a CURRENT input, not voltage. Thus, to observe the
control voltage, look at U22-7. As input level is increased, the voltage at 022-7 goes
more negative. CR7 rectifies the audio. R14 sets attack time, R10 sets release time.
The FET switch is open during gating, holding the AGC control voltage constant. The
022 section following C7 is a buffer, the next U22 section is a summer. The summer is
used to provide expansion during gating. When a gated condition exists, the voltage at
U22—8 is high. R15, C6, and R11 form a voltage divider and time constant. The result
is a “floating expander” - that is, the expansion changes gain a fixed amount relative
to the “platform” established by the AGC. The gate circuit is unique in that the gate
threshold varies depending on the long-term average signal level at the input. The
pot, thru CR9, sets the lowest possible threshold level.
The four diodes form a hard limiter to protect the phone line as required by FCC
rules. R20 and C8 are a simple low pass filter to prevent the harmonic content
produced by clipping from reaching the U25 low—pass filter.
U36 is the active hybrid and phone line driver.
The hybrid input and output are required by the digital section. Both follow identical
parallel paths consisting of a compander, anti—alias filter, and pre—emphasis.
The compander function is provided by special compander IC’s -the NE570. Pin 16 is a
rectifier output, which feeds C37 (C38). These capacitors are the compander timeconstant-determining parts. The two 028 sections are “analog OR gates.” That is,
whichever input is higher (at pin 10 or pin 12) determines the output voltage at the
top of R56. This voltage is used to
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control the gain reduction identically in all of the three NE570 sections. The audiopath input and output coupling capacitors are needed because the 570’s are operated
from a single-ended supply.
Pre—emphasis is used to improve system noise performance.
018 is a FET switch which operates under control of the digital section to select the
appropriate input for the A/D converter. The A/D is presented alternately with the
hybrid-in and the hybrid-out signals.
The D/A current output is converted to a voltage by 026 and is filtered by 027 to
reconstruct a continuous signal.
De-emphasis is provided by R48 and C3. Adjustment of R48 value results in a change in
high—end frequency response. The value is selected to provide a slight high—end boost.
The expander uses the same control voltage as the input 570 stages.
The first half of 032 is used for the “override” or “ducking” function. Three 026
sections rectify, filter, and amplify the system input audio to provide a control
voltage at U26-14.
The second 032 section is used for the output compress/expand circuit. The expander
has a very fast time—constant, while the AGC is fairly slow. The 033—5,6,7 section is
a high—gain amplifier which feeds the rectifier diode. The rectified signal goes to
C49 and R112, which set the time—constant. The control voltage is buffered by 0338,9,10, which is also half of a “negative analog OR gate” circuit - the other half
being U35-1,2,3. Whichever circuit - the AGC or the expander - has the most negative
voltage is the one which determines the control voltage. The control voltage may be
observed at the junction of CR22, CR28, R62, and R11. The more negative this voltage,
the more the gain is reduced in 032. The gate circuit is the same “adaptive-floating”
type used in the input AGC section. The gate threshold is set to the long term average
level.
The output sections are the common active differential type. The first stage can also
be used as a summer to produce an internal mix—minus.
The little rectangles labeled “RFI” are pi-filter RFI filters.
The noise generator is turned—on under control of the digital section. During the 300
ms mute period, the noise is turned-on. The noise allows the Hybrid to adjust to each
line before the call goes to air, and serves as an on—air warning to
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the caller. The noise is produced by an IC noise generator. A 555 produces a single
frequency tone, which is also mixed—in.
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4.3.2 Audio Section — Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting should be relatively simple in the audio section. A signal level chart
is provided on the next page. The circled numbers on the schematic are “test points”
which correspond to the indicated points on the chart.
Simple tone and oscilloscope tracing should quickly determine the location of any
problem.
The only potentially difficult problems might be caused by the closed—loop nature of
the two AGC circuits. Thus, when you have a problem in the AGC sections, it might be
helpful to remove the FET switch, 018 from its socket. This opens the loop. The time—
constant capacitors can then be fed with an external voltage to see if the gain
control is working. During development, it was noticed that the LM13600 was somewhat
more likely to fail than other parts. It usually gets very hot when it goes.
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Signal Level Chart — “send” sections
Apply 800 HZ at 0 dbm, balanced, to the input. Adjust the input level control for a 0
VU indication, with the meter switch in the input position. System must be active so
that the input AGC can ungate.
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Signal Level Chart - “receive” sections
Apply 800 HZ at —20 dbm (balanced) to a telephone line input. Select this line, so
system is active.
Set COMP/EXP DRIVE to 12 o’clock, COMP/EXP switch to IN, and adjust OUTPUT LEVEL to 0
VU with meter selected to output.
Turn OVERRIDE control all the way down (counter—clockwise).
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Section 6 — Parts List

This section will not be the usual “laundry list” of all of the parts used in the
Telos. Rather, information will be given to help obtain the more unusual parts for
those who choose to do component—level troubleshooting.
The following parts distributors are suggested sources for many components:
Digi-Key Corporation
P.O. Box 667
Thief River Falls, MN 56701
(800) 344—4539
Very fast service. Will accept telephone orders. Open accounts for radio stations
or charge cards. Good source for caps and resistors, ribbon cables and
connectors, National and Signetics IC’s, Omron relays.
Jameco Electronics
1355 Shoreway Road
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 592—8097
Relatively fast service. Telephone orders. Open accounts for radio stations or
charge cards. Best for digital IC’s.
Newark Electronics
See phone book for local branch or call home office at (312) 638—4411.
Large distributor. Higher than average prices but still welcomes small orders
from radio stations.
Arrow, Hamilton—Avnet, Pioneer, etc.
These distributors have branches in many major cities and are oriented to serving
multi—megabuck companies. They will take smaller orders and will set up open
accounts for radio stations but they usually prefer not to. They are, however,
the only source for some specialized parts.
Now, on to the parts....
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Main Unit Chassis
VU meter

Sifam

AL29WF

11 mm knob
Knob cap
Min Pots —2.5K

Sifam
Sifam
Allen Bdly
Clarostat
C-H, JBT
Ansley,Amphenol,others

S110-125
Cll2
WA2GO56S2O2UA
392JA2.5K
MPC-l23

Corcom
Power One

6J4
HTAA-16W-A

or
Switches
Ribbon cable
plugs/headers

Pwr conn/fuse
Power Supply

Selco Sales Company
(213) 921-0681
Newark
Newark
Jameco, Newark
Radio Shack has
cable and 25 pin
“D” type connectors. Digikey is
good source. Also,
Ansley, Amphenol
ribbon cable
distributors.
Newark, Pioneer
Arrow, others

Main PC board
Rt angl DB25
50 pin con/fem
5v relays

AMP
206584—1
Cinch
TB—25S—6
AMP
AMP, Harrisburg, PA
Omron
G2V-2-US 5vdc
Digi-Key #Z300-ND
These relays are made by a number of other companies as well PB, Midland, Aromat, ITT, Fujitsu and others. Should be able to
cross the Omron number. As of this writing, Radio Shack stocks
an equivalent type.

Integrated circuits:
Z8OA

Be sure to get the “A” suffix — denotes 4mhz speed.

2716 EPROM

Since this is a special programmed part, it is available only
direct.

P8255

Made by Intel, National, others. Available from Jameco, Digi-Key.

uPD7720

Special programmed part available only direct.
Handle it carefully - it is very expensive!

AD574AJD

Analog Devices, Harris, Micro—Networks, Hybrid Systems

AD567JD

Analog Devices.

AD583

Analog Devices or Harris Al—2425—5.
Analog Devices has a number of local sales offices —call them in
Norwood, MA at (617) 329—4700.
Harris is in Melbourne, FL.
Hybrid Systems is in Billerica, MA.
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DG201ACJ

Siliconix. Don’t use other brands. From Siliconix
distributors. For local distr. call Siliconix in
Santa Clara, CA.

2912A

Use only Intel part for 027. Intel or Harris Ok for
U25. From Intel or Harris distributor. For local
Intel distr. call them in Santa Clara, CA.

MC1498AN
ULN2003A
74LS93
74 LS 138
74LS14
LM1 3600
NE570
LF 347
NE5532
NE5738

These are all standard IC’s available
from many sources including Digi—key, Jameco
and many others.

ICM7555

(low power cmos 555 - Radio Shack has ‘em)

4N33

Opto—Isolator. Available everywhere. Standard part.

16mhz osc

Jameco # OSCI6.000

Pushbutton Control Unit
Pushbuttons
Button tops
Center barriers
End barriers

Microswitch
AML22CBH3BA-00l
Microswitch
AML52C10K
Microswitch
AML71SCB
Microswitch
AML71SEB
Available by special order through any Microswitch distributor.
The -001 suffix on the pushbutton part number denotes a special
version that is quiet when pushed. This number will not be in
distributor listings, but Microswitch will know what to do with
the number. Microswitch is in Freeport, IL.
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Application Note #1
3/16/85
INTERFACE TO ALLOW USE OF MULTI-LINE PHONE FOR LINE—SELECT
In some installations it
for line selection. Need
is insufficient, or when
the usual fashion rather

may be desirable to use a standard multi—line phone
for this may arise when the Telos 10 line capacity
operators are more comfortable using the phone in
than a separate button control panel.

With this approach, only the Telos line #1 relay is used.
A special interface is required to provide the Telos with ON and OFF control.
The Telos must be told when a line is selected so that it can be activated
and the auto-nulling can occur. When moving directly from line to line, the
Telos needs to know this so that it can mute and re—null each time. Also,
when no lines are selected, the Telos must be turned—off so that it does not
attempt to null to an infinite impedance.
The interface circuit shown in the schematic will accomplish these functions.
In addition, it allows normal use of the phone handset. In operation, it
works like this: when the handset is in the cradle and a line button is
pushed, the Telos takes the call; when the handset is off hook, the Telos
will not activate, and the phone can be used in the usual way.
Circuit function is straightforward “bells and buzzers.” When a phone line
button is pressed, the corresponding relay in the interface operates. The two
diodes keep the relays from operating when a line button is pressed in
another room. The Normally Open relay contacts ground the capacitor, which
brings the Telos input low until the capacitor charges (through the Telos’
internal pull—up 1K resistor), causing the Telos to turn
on.
When the line is released, the capacitor is discharged through the 100 ohm
resistor. Also, the normally closed contacts re— close, causing the Telos to
turn off. All of the Line relay normally closed contacts are in series so
that the Telos off function occurs when all relays are released.
The lower—most relay on the schematic operates when the phone is off—hook.
This prevents the Telos from turning on so that the phone handset can be used
in the usual way.
This scheme can be used even when a standard speakerphone is connected to the
phone.
Thanks to Bob Helbush at WKLS, Atlanta for contributing to the design of the
interface!
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TELOS 10
AP Note #2
1/22/85
Using the unit with Horizon phones
The Telos hybrid is used as a “single—line” device with the Horizon MET set phone
being used as the selector device.
The switched TIP and RING audio is routed out of the phone to the Telos unit. The
normally-closed relay contacts in the Telos return TIP and RING to the phone when the
hybrid is not active.
Wire the Telos phone connector to the MET set per the diagram:

Fortunately, the Horizon phones give us access to the TIP and RING. It is
intended for a Rep Dialer, but it works fine for our purposes.
There are two limitations with this approach:
1) The “click mute” function doesn’t work when switching line—to-line hot.
2) If your phone lines have widely differing impedance curves, hot line—to—line
switching wont produce optimum mulling, since the Telos has no way of
knowing when a new line is selected. In this situation, you will have to
turn the Telos on and off each time you select a new line on the phone.

WARRANTY and Application Caution
The Telos 10 is warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship
for a period of 120 days. Written notice of claim must be received by seller
within the warranty period. In the event of a defect during the warranty
period, if customer returns the defective part or the Telos 10 to a place
designated by the seller, transportation prepaid, seller at its option, will
either repair or replace the part or the Telos 10, and such action by seller
shall be the full extent of seller’s obligation hereunder. Seller will pay the
transportation charges to return the part or unit to the customer. Of course,
the warranty is void if the unit is subject to misuse, accident, neglect or
damage.
No other warranties express or implied, all of which are specifically
excluded, including, but not limited to, the warranties of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose, shall be applicable to any equipment sold
hereunder, and the foregoing shall constitute the customer’s sole right and
remedy. In no event shall the seller or it’s agents be liable f or incidental
or consequential damages, or for loss, damage, or expense directly or
indirectly arising from use of the products, or any inablity to use them
either separate or in combination with other equipment or materials, or from
any other cause.
The Telos 10 is intended to be used with FCC registered protective interface
devices. A registered protected Key Service Unit meets this requirement.

